Green Toys Airplane - BPA, Phthalates Free, Blue Air Transport Toy
for Introducing Aeronautical Knowledge, Improving Grasping Power.
Toy Vehicles Review-2021

Safe Airplane Toy: this toy air transport is made using 100% recycled plastic milk jugs that can help
save energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Does not contain BPA, phthalates or PV,
providing safety to your child
Earth Safe Packing: packing of this aero toy has been done using recycled and recyclable materials
including soy ink prints which further helps contributing towards a healthier environment
Toy Airplane Utility: this aircraft is a practical way of introducing your child with aeronautical world.
Features spinning propeller, two wheel landing gear and racing trips on its rounded wings
Portable Airplane Toy: lightweight design of this plane makes spinning and rolling easy.
Easy-to-grasp design helps improve the pincers grip of your child, for better grasping abilities
Easy To Clean: this air transport toy is dishwasher safe and easy to clean. Prefer using mild baby
soaps or baby shampoos to clean the toy. Toys Airplane adheres to FDA standards safe even when
young toddles happen to lick itGreen Toys Airplane - BPA, Phthalates Free, Blue Air Transport Toy
for Introducing Aeronautical Knowledge, Improving Grasping Power. Toy Vehicles
The Green Toys Airplane is one aircraft Mother Nature is happy to clear for takeoff! This
single-seater plane features a spinning propeller,
two-wheeled landing gear, and racing
stripes on its rounded wings. Imaginations will soar to new heights as pilots-in-training practice
loops, rolls, and spins with this flyer. The lightweight design and tapered, easy-to-grasp body
shape let even the littlest aviators ascend through flight school with ease.
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